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Welcome to the only guidebook series that takes a visual approach to professional-level computer topics. Open the book and you'll discover step-by-step screen shots that demonstrate over 110 Excel data analysis techniques, including:

	Identifying trends in your data
	
    Sorting, filtering, and identifying lists      	

    
	
    Creating, editing, and checking formulas      	

    
	
    Calculating interest rates and depreciation      	

    
	
    Performing simple sorts and filters      	

    
	
    Hiding rows or columns in a PivotTable      	

    
	
    Adding and removing chart data      	

    
	
    Querying an Access database      	

    
	
    Assigning digital signatures      	

    
	
    Solving a formula with a data table      

    


"I was stuck on an Excel problem for two days. Finally, I opened one of your books, and there was a macro to accomplish exactly what I needed! You made me look good to the boss."
      —Rob L. Meerscheidt(The Woodlands, TX)      

	High-resolution screen shots demonstrate each task
	
    Succinct explanations walk you through step by step       	

    
	
    Two-page lessons break big topics into bite-sized modules      	

    
	
    "Apply It" and "Extra" sidebars highlight useful tips      
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Building E-Commerce Sites with Drupal Commerce CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Get your online store up and running the easy way with this guide to Drupal Commerce. Designed primarily for beginners, it takes you from building the store to managing details such as tax and customer profiles.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to build attractive E-commerce sites with Drupal Commerce.
	...
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Mathematics for the Analysis of AlgorithmsBirkhauser, 1990

	"The book presents a welcome selection and careful exposition of material that can be (and is) covered in a single course...In this reviewer's opinion, this would be an interesting text to use with a group of advanced students well-grounded in undergraduate mathematics and computer science, and would produce a valuable course for the...
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The Traveling Photographer: A Guide to Great Travel PhotographyRocky Nook, 2013

	Traveling and photography is a perfect match, but photographers are often disappointed that their images fail to meet the quality of their artistic aspirations. This book combines theoretical information, practical advice, and helpful suggestions for taking better pictures while traveling, whether you are on a local trip, enjoying your annual...
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Ancient CivilizationsRoutledge, 2021

	
		Ancient Civilizations offers a comprehensive and straightforward account of the world’s first civilizations and how they were discovered, drawing on many avenues of inquiry including archaeological excavations, surveys, laboratory work, highly specialized scientific investigations, and both historical and...
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ITV Handbook: Technologies and StandardsPrentice Hall, 2003
Interactive television (iTV)—an evolutionary merging of digital TV and the Internet—is set to take the world by storm! For consumers, iTV technology offers powerful new ways to interact with content providers and merchants. These include enjoying video on demand; participating in online shopping, banking, and...
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A Programmer's Introduction to PHP 4.0Apress, 2000
No matter what language you are familiar with, this book will benefit you. Beginning with a rapid introduction to PHP's syntax and basic functionality, you will swiftly understand PHP. The book then steers you toward advanced issues, like PHP's role in database manipulation, sessions, and user interactivity. 

Author W.J. Gilmore also...
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